Fabrication of ultrafine metal-oxide-decorated carbon nanofibers for DMMP sensor application.
Ultrafine metal-oxide-decorated hybrid carbon nanofibers (CNFs) were fabricated by a single-nozzle co-electrospinning process using a phase-separated mixed polymer composite solution and heat treatment. To decorate metal oxides on the CNF surface, core (PAN) and shell (PVP) structured nanofibers (NFs) were fabricated as starting materials. The core-shell NF structure was prepared by single-nozzle co-electrospinning because of the incompatibility of the two polymers. Ultrafine hybrid CNFs were then formed by decomposing the PVP phase, converting the metal precursors to metal oxide nanonodules, and transforming the PAN to CNFs of ca. 40 nm diameter during heat treatment. The decoration morphology of the metal oxide nanonodules could be controlled by precursor concentration in the PVP solution. These ultrafine hybrid CNFs were applied to a dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) chemical sensor at room temperature with excellent sensitivity. The minimum detectable level (MDL) of hybrid CNFs was as low as 0.1 ppb, which is 10-100 times higher than for a chemical sensor based on carbon nanotubes. This is because the metal oxide nanonodules of hybrid CNFs increase the surface area and affinity to DMMP vapor. Our new synthetic methodology promises to be an effective approach to fabricating hybrid CNF/inorganic nanostructures for future sensing technologies.